us to understand the strange lacunae in his inquiry. We baguenaude (ring puzzle) belong entirely to another category of games: they make a constant appeal to the turn for computation and combination. Finally, cross-word puzzles, mathematical pastimes, anagrams, logogriphic verse of all sorts, the kind of active detective-story reading that is an attempt to discover the guilty party, chess or bridge problems-all these, devoid of instruments, constitute so many variations of the most widespread and the purest form of ludus.
One also observes a situation that in the beginning has a tendency to repeat itself infinitely, but on the basis of which new combinations can develop. They inspire the player to compete with himself and enable him to observe the stages of his progress on which he prides himself vis-a-vis those who share his taste. The relationship of ludus with agon is evidenced in this way. Moreover, it is possible that, in the case of chess or bridge problems, the same game may appear sometimes as agôn and sometimes as ludus.
The combination of ludus and alea occurs just as frequently: it is particularly evident in games which one plays alone and where the ingenuity of the maneuvers influence the result to some extent, and in which the player can, to a slight degree, calculate how much impetus to give to the ball that marks the points and attempt to direct it. Nonetheless, in both these examples, it is mainly luck that determines the outcome. However, the fact that the player is not entirely helpless and that he knows he must rely on his skill or talent, even though this counts for very little, is enough to combine the character of ludus with that of alea.
Here, too, the player is competing with himself in a way, because he expects the next effort to succeed where the last failed, or he hopes to accumulate a higher number of points than his last score yielded. It is in this way that the influence of agon is manifest, coloring, in fact, the general atmosphere of ludus. 
